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Inspiration for a wedding theme can come from just about anywhere. 
For Kaylan Keeter, it came in the form of Shakespeare, A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, to be exact. The classic comedy struck a note with the 

bride-to-be, and resulted in the theme of her May 8, 2010 wedding to Jacob 
Lewis: an enchanted forest. 

“I wanted my wedding to have that magical, mystical feel,” Kaylan said.  The 
first step in making it happen was selecting a venue that gave off the right 
vibe. Kaylan grew up in Roswell, Georgia, and had spent time visiting all 
the historic homes in the area when she was younger. Primrose Cottage, an 
1839 antebellum home graced with large, beautiful oak trees, was one of 
the first venues she toured as a possible wedding site, and after that, she had 
trouble picturing herself getting married anywhere else. 

With the venue decided, it was time to get down to the real work of 
planning. Luckily, Kaylan and her mother had some professional help, in 
the form of Teresa Day, a co-owner of Magic Moments, the company that 
owns Primrose Cottage and the off-site catering company A Divine Event. 
Day enjoys working with brides with a unique vision for their special day, 
and Kaylan’s enchanted forest theme certainly fit the bill. To get a solid 
understanding of what the bride and her mother had in mind for the event, 
Day spent several hours interviewing them, trying to get as many details as 
possible that would later help her create the perfect day. 

Though Kaylan was set on an enchanted forest theme for the reception, it 
turned out that she was picturing a very simple outdoor ceremony. Primrose 
Cottage offers several outdoor ceremony options, and for her 200 guests, 
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Kaylan elected to be married on the front yard, facing the white picket 
fence and street. It was decided that Kaylan and Jacob would start with a 
simple garden ceremony, and the night would progress into the enchanted 
forest theme. For her colors, Kaylan chose a warm ash (in honor of her 
grandfather, who founded the Royal Oak Charcoal Company) paired with 
her favorite color – a refreshing pink melon.  

May 8th turned out to be a beautiful, sunny day, the perfect day for Kaylan 
and Jacob’s wedding. As guests arrived, they were offered honeydew and 
hibiscus water for a refreshing drink before gathering on the shady front 
lawn to witness the ceremony. At the yard’s entrance, a delicate gate of 
iron filigree echoed the beautiful invitation guests had received, which was 
designed by Naples, Florida company Arabesque.  A series of metallic 
charcoal-colored columns topped with all white floral displays drew guests’ 
attention to the romantic, vine-covered arch at the end of the aisle, where 
the bride and groom were surrounded by their closest friends. After a 
beautiful ceremony, the new Mr. and Mrs. Lewis entered Primrose Cottage 
through a grand front door that was adorned with a moss “L” decorated 
with melon-colored flowers, a tiny foreshadowing of the intricate floral 
designs to be found inside.   

Cocktail hour took place in the main rooms of the gracious antebellum 
mansion, as well as outside on the back terrace. While the bridal party 

took their pictures, guests enjoyed listening to a string quartet and snacking 
on delicious passed hors d’oeuvres. In a nod to her grandfather’s charcoal 
company, there was a Royal Oak Charcoal Grill set up outside, where a 
chef passed freshly grilled lime shrimp kabobs to guests. Nearby, exquisitely 
prepared risotto was ladled out of a hollowed Parmesan cheese wheel. On 
the terrace, mostly white flowers were used, but the decor was accented with 
coral toile, garden lanterns and peonies. 

“To get momentum going for the event,” Day explained, “we suggested all 
the flowers start out white to allow the bridesmaid dresses of melon and 
ash to pop. As the event went on, the color progressed, and melon flowers 
appeared on staircases and throughout.”  

In the Garden Room, guests found their escort cards placed on an opulently 
decorated table featuring cascading arrangements of hanging amaranthus, 
peonies, roses and gardenias, with an oversized ball of grapevine, moss 
and fanciful butterflies above.  Later, this table held the red velvet Georgia 
Bulldogs grooms cake, and then the hand-painted chocolates that were 
offered as favors. 

Guests also discovered a specialty drink tent off of the Garden Room that 
was inspired by a French phrase on the couple’s wedding invitation, “Mon 
A Ma Vie De Coer Entier,” which loosely translates into “My whole heart 



for my whole life.”  Once inside, guests found themselves in a modern, Parisian-style tent with its own specialty lighting, black and white decor with coral 
accents and sleek white furniture.   

After cocktail hour, the doors to the Overlook Ballroom opened. Though Kaylan had been a part of the planning all along, she was stunned to see how 
beautiful, and how true to her inspiration, the ballroom looked. “It was...I was just in awe,” she said. “I had put together hundreds of pictures, but in 
person...it took my breath away.” 

To create the enchanted forest look, Day used specialty lighting and grand centerpieces in three sizes that looked like curly willow trees with twinkling 
candles. More candles on the tables and crystals hanging in front of the room’s many windows only enhanced the magical effect, especially as the lighting, 
which had started out in a soft pink, slowly deepened to a romantic amber. The crystal beads, sheer fabric, mirror chargers, a custom monogram gobo and 
intriguing light patterns coupled with unusual color combinations had a mesmerizing effect. 

“To see their delight when they saw it was just so fun,” said Day.  “I knew the colors and had the ideas in my head, and they made it happen, to a ‘T’,” said 
the bride, resplendent in a Monique Lluillier gown as she and her groom danced their first dance to Michael Buble’s “Everything.” 
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For the rest of the night, guests danced to the music of the eleven-piece band, and 
enjoyed a delicious seated dinner of filet mignon and crab cakes. The couple’s 
wedding cake, which shone in an amber spotlight all evening, featured three tiers of 
different flavors and was provided by Frosted Pumpkin.  

“Because the wedding slowly progressed to what you saw in the ballroom, the 
guests just thoroughly enjoyed themselves,” Day said. The bride’s family, she said, 
also seemed incredibly relaxed and happy. “They had a joy that permeated the 
event. You could see it on the bride’s face, and in the mother’s face when she 
looked at her daughter.” 

Kaylan and Jacob were thrilled with their Primrose Cottage wedding. “I think 
everything was made so simple because they have everything in house,” Kaylan 
said. “They can always just make it happen. The lighting was the main thing; it was 
transforming. It wouldn’t have been the same at all without the intricate lighting and 
special flowers. It was just amazing.” 
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